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Aims and Scope 
Letters in Lineur Algebra publishes surveys and research minisurveys in 
linear algebra. Surveys are research expository articles. Minisurveys are 
shorter state-of-the-art surveys which collate results of several authors (in- 
cluding perhaps previously unpublished results of the writer). The surveys, 
even though they may lead to the periphery of current work, should be an 
introduction to a specific area or application for people in related areas. The 
scope of the journal is matrix theory and finite dimensional linear algebra 
and their history in their algebraic, analytic, arithmetic, combinational, or 
numerical aspects. and significant applications to other branches of mathe- 
matics and other sciences. 
Manuscripts may be submitted to the Editor-in-Chief or to any member 
of the Editorial Board. Manuscripts may be written in either English, 
French, or German. Authors should submit two copies of a manuscript. 
The form of the manuscript and copyright transfer information is the 
same as for LAinecu Algch cud its Applictltitm. 
